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“What challenges ought AFRL lead for autonomous response to the unexpected in 
“pick-up” games enabling effective Strike, EW/Cyber & ISR?" 
7:  Develop theory for 
how the (pick-up) 
game will 'drive'  
autonomous 
response
15:  Create modeling 
& simulation tools for 
complex joint human 
machine systems
70:  Provide a data 
representation scheme 
that is unambiguous & 
to the extent possible, 
compact
11:  Verifying 
intelligent machines 
are safe & effective
2:  Generalize through 
adaptive algorithms 
based on prior 
knowledge, rules, & 
observations
76:  Uncertainty 
management - notion of 
being able to generate 
multiple plausible 
explanations & futures
43:  Develop 
anticipatory/ predictive 
prescriptive analytics for 
unexpected query
47:  Enable machine to 
machine teaming to 
include man & un-
manned with control & 
comm architectures
68:  Transfer of learning 
for rapid training
34: Develop formalism for 
situational representation -
reasoning & communication
4:  Define a robust 
scheme for shared, 
accurate, unambiguous 
goal representation
ZONE 1 ZONE 2
Evaluate agent & 
cognitive theory of 
Sit Representation




models for Sit Rep
Develop / research 
effective human sit 
rep understanding
Example actions / projects
 blue (solutions)
  68:  Transfer of 
learning for rapid 
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47:  Enable 
machine to 
machine teaming - 
man & un-manned 
with control & 
comm arch
ZONE 3 ZONE 4 ZONE 5
Test & simulate 
technologies  as 
required for ISR, 






Types of Pick-Up Games – and testing the required 
Technologies  as required for ISR, Strike, EW, Cyber capabilities
Break the linearity 
of today’s PC-
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